GENERIC APPS FOR PRIMARY LANGUAGE LEARNING LIST
APP

PRICE

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

Voice changer HD

69p

voice changer

encourages speaking as changes the learners’ voice

Talking Gina/John/Ben etc

free

speaking

make the avatars talk

Smacktalk

69p

voice changer

make the guinea pig/cat/dog speak! For very reluctant
speakers, great fun!

FacesiMakeLite

69p

image/avatar creator

make pictures with fruit, veg, classroom objects etc great for random descriptions!

Doodle buddy for iPad

free

drawing

good for doodling pictures to describe/to match a
description

Whiteboard

free

whiteboard

as a whiteboard for instant responses!

Speak it!

£1.49

text to speech

great for having text read to learners. Comes with British/
US voices - you can purchase others for 69p

Notability

69p

productivity

excellent app that allows you to write, read, speak and
share with Dropbox

Make Dice Lite

free

make dice

make your own dice to play games - full version £1.99
allows you to add images

Flashcardlet

free!
flashcards
(can pay £1.99
for ad-free)

links to Quizlet.com allowing you to download flashcards
and edit them

Talking dice

£2.99

role play/storytelling

designed for language- throw the dice and speak!

Rory’s Storycubes

£1.99

storytelling

throw the dice and tell the story (designed for literacy!)
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PuppetPalsHD Directors Pass

£1.99

digital storytelling

app is free but well worth buying the Directors pass to
access all the different scenes/characters. Also enables
you to upload your own characters/scenes.

Avatar creator

69p

avatars/image creator

make avatars to represent learners/describe the people/
make a person to match a description

Songify

free

songs/vocabulary

input vocabulary and Songify turns it into a song. Not a
masterpiece, but can be quite catchy!

Explain everything

£1.99

screencast

As the name suggests, you use this app to Explain
everything. It records the screen and your voice as you
annotate, explain and create screencasts/tutorials. Also
good for learners to show understanding.

SockPuppets

free/in app
enhancements
69p-£1.49

digital storytelling

make puppet shows and even change your voice. Very
motivtional and great fun!

BookCreator app!

free to try/
£2.99

making eBooks

brilliant app that I use all the time - can add text. images,
videos, hyperlinks, merge books

Tellagami

free

talking avatars

30 second talking avatars - can type but can’t speak very
good French/Spanish/German

Popplet

free/£2.99

making mind maps

very helpful app for initial thoughts, vocabulary etc

PicCollage

free

making mood boards/
posters

very easy to use, multitude of uses
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Morfo booth

!
!

PRICE
free/in app
enhancements

CATEGORY
making your own
talking pictures

DESCRIPTION
great fun to make people talk!
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